
Topics in Astrology Classes – Fall and Winter 2019-2020 Schedule 

Judith Robert and Carol Lloyd will present stand-alone classes on special topics in Astrology.  Each meeting will be a presentation on a new topic 

with chart examples.  Classes will be held on the 4th Wednesday of the month        from 7-9PM at Sacred Waters, 16990 Douglas Road, 

Mishawaka, IN 46545. Phone: 574-277-0034.  $15 per class  

Beginners are welcome but a basic understanding of astrology is required (meaning of planets, houses, signs). Participants will have an 

opportunity to apply the principle taught to class charts.  If you would like to share your chart during the class please send your birth data (date, 

time and place of birth) to the respective teacher at least one day before class. If you would like a copy of your chart with the class topic 

highlighted but prefer not to discuss chart in class, please indicate this preference. Please RSVP for each class by email to respective teacher:                                             

Judith at JudithARobert@gmail.com or Carol at CarolFLloyd@yahoo.com   

Wednesday, October 23, 2019 - “Discover Your Venus!” with Carol Lloyd 

What does Venus say about your sense of values, beauty, aesthetics, sensuality, balance, and harmony?  How does your Venus function in 

relationships? Find out what you attract and who is attracted to you.  Beginners are welcome to this class. Please RSVP to Carol and 

carolflloyd@yahoo.com with your date, time, and place of birth. 

 

Tuesday, November 19, 2019 (Note this is the 3rd Week in November on a Tuesday)                                                                                   

“The Saturn & Pluto Conjunction” with Judith Robert, Ph.D. 

In mid-January 2020 transiting Saturn catches up with transiting Pluto in the middle of the zodiacal sign of Capricorn.  Saturn strives to create 

plans and goals to give form to new structures.  Pluto tears down worn out structures in its desire to enable the expression of life’s essential 

nature.  When these planets come together the struggle to hold on to goals and structures one has built comes into confrontation with the desire to 

tear down and start over again.  This class will discuss how these energies are manifesting in our society and our lives based on our natal chart.  

Please RSVP to Judith at JudithARobert@gmail.com. Please let Judith know if you are okay with having your chart discussed in class. Please 

send birth data if you have not participated in my class before. 

 

No December 2019 Class 

Wednesday, January 29, 2020 – “The Lunar Nodes and the Real Estate Cycle” with Judith Robert, Ph.D. 

Studies of economic cycles by McWhirter and Merriman have shown a relationship between economic cycles and the transiting lunar nodes.  

These cycles are also tied in with the ups and downs of real estate cycles. This class will review these cycles and discuss timing of buying and 

selling homes.  Please RSVP to Judith at JudithARobert@gmail.com. Please let Judith know if you are okay with having your chart discussed in 

class. Please send birth data if you have not participated in my class before. 

 

Wednesday, Feb. 26, 2020 – “Jupiter and Saturn in Aquarius, Oh My!” with Carol Lloyd 

Is this the dawning of the Age of Aquarius? How will new scientific and technological discoveries move us forward to change our new normal? 

Find out what this dynamic duo has in store for you in 2020.  Beginners are welcome to this class. Please RSVP to Carol and 

carolflloyd@yahoo.com with your date, time, and place of birth. 

 

Biographies 

Judith Robert received her diploma from Liz Greene’s Centre for Psychological Astrology in London, in 2011, her Ph.D. in Counseling 

Psychology from Northwestern University in Evanston in 1984 and her diploma from the Jung Institute in Chicago in 1995.  She has a consulting 

practice in Psychological Astrology in South Bend, IN.  Judith can be reached at JudithARobert@gmail.com Website www.psyche-astrology.com  

 

Carol Lloyd has been an astrologist since 1988 and has taught classes since 1992.  Carol has studied various astrological systems, including 

Medieval, Western, Vedic, Babylonian, Cosmobiology, and Chinese Four Pillars. Horary astrology is one of her specialties as she enjoys using 

astrology to get answers to life's many questions. .  Carol can be reached at CarolFLloyd@yahoo.com   
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